2008 Erik Axel Karlfeldt Memorial Open
Round 3
1. Montgomery Gentry performs this song on Dacin’ with Thunder, an album which
claims to be “official music of the professional bull riders.” A cover of this song was
performed by Chris Daughtry on the American Idol Season 5: Encores album. In
the final episode of the third season of Supernatural, the Winchester brothers sing
along to it while driving to New Harmony. Triumph the Insult Comic Dog once
quoted its lyrics derisively to the band which introduced it to the world. It preceded
“Never Say Goodbye” as a single from a 1987 album, and has been heard as the theme
song to Deadliest Catch. Proclaiming that the singer is a “cowboy” who rides on a “steel
horse,” FTP, name this song by Bon Jovi, which was meant to be part of a Western theme
album.
ANSWER: “Wanted Dead or Alive”
2. In its first season, this team was led by center Kamila Vodickova, the team’s
first-ever draft pick, and Edna Campbell. This team is currently coached by
Brian Agler, who replaced Hall of Famer Anne Donovan this past offseason. In the
most recent draft they took Allie Quigley, and they had the first overall pick in the
WNBA draft in both 2001 and 2002. They have made it out of the first round of the
playoffs only once, in 2004, when they won the championship behind the play of Betty
Lennox. Currently it features reigning MVP Lauren Jackson and point guard Sue Bird.
FTP name this WNBA team that plays in Key Arena in the Pacific Northwest.
ANSWER: Seattle Storm (accept either)
3. Probably the only quizbowler explicitly mentioned is Illinois player Jeet Raut,
who is given two “yea’s” and one “nay,” though most conversation centers around
his roommates. Within three months of its August 2007 debut, the first shooting
spree threat was posted under Loyola Marymount, though more controversy ensued
after a Chronicle of Higher Education profile of founder Matt Ivester, who claimed to
enjoy the notoriety that came from refusing to moderate postings. Most threads involve
gossip about frat and sorority life; the most vicious gossip is spurred by the site’s claim of
being “Always Anonymous and Always” the namesake adjective. FTP, name this
scandalous message board for college students, currently involved in a lawsuit in New
Jersey.
ANSWER: JuicyCampus
4. In one song from this album, the singer notes that he is “the pick in the ice” and
“the key to the lock in your house.” In the last song from this album, the singer
remarks that “sometimes I get overcharged / That’s when you see sparks.” Another
song from this album was commissioned for the film Romeo + Juliet before the
album finished. In addition to “Climbing Down the Walls,” “The Tourist,” and “”Exit
Music (For a Film),” this album evoked Bob Dylan on the track “Subterranean Homesick
Alien.” The opening song, “Airbag,” describes the survivor of a car crash. The most

famous song on this album features lyrics such as “When I am king you shall be first
against the wall.” FTP, name this 1997 album by Radiohead, featuring “Karma Police”
and “Paranoid Android.”
ANSWER: OK Computer
5. After this man’s wife left him, she married Brian Porter, whose pet would later be
given away by this man. This man was interviewed by Ms. Klugh [“clue”] while
being held in a hut, after which he accepted a deal which led to the deaths of two
people. He would later exchange a Rolex watch for a gun with which he was unable
to commit suicide, which led to his visiting Tom’s hotel room and accepting a mission on
the freighter Kahana, where he went undercover using the name Kevin Johnson. Earlier,
he had murdered Libby and Ana Lucia while releasing Henry Gale. FTP, name this
character played by Harold Perrineau, the father of Walt on Lost.
ANSWER: Michael Dawson (accept either name)
6. This man was the quarterbacks coach at Fresno State when Billy Volek attended,
and he was a quarterback there in the early ‘80s. The first time he coached his team
to a bowl game, they defeated Virginia Tech in the 2003 Insight Bowl. Some of his
students include the NFL quarterbacks who will be battling rookie Joe Flacco for a
starting spot and replacing Brett Favre. He coached his team to the #2 ranking in the
nation this past season before they lost 31-28 to Oregon State. He also coached two #3
overall picks out of Oregon, Akili Smith and Joey Harrington. FTP, name this head
coach of the California Golden Bears football team.
ANSWER: Jeff Tedford
7. The 2006 re-release of this album features songs such as “Nervous but Shy” and
“Swinging London,” while the longest song on this album is “Private Life.” Nick
Lowe produced the first single from this album, which was written by Ray Davies;
three years after this album’s release, Davies would father a child with the lead
singer of this album’s group. “Another human interest story / You are that” are the
closing lyrics to this album’s song “Tattooed Love Boys.” The singer sings “Gonna use
my, my, my imagination” in the song “Brass in Pocket” from this album. FTP, name this
1980 eponymous album, the debut of a band fronted by Chrissy Hynde.
ANSWER: Pretenders
8. One concept from this work inspired a 2005 EP by the punk band Forget the
Jones. On an episode of Law and Order Detective Lupo is seen reading this book
“for the second time,” which prompts another character to compare night law
school to “root canal with a dull drill.” The ninth and final chapter of this work
includes sections on “hedonism as a method of choice” and “the problem of envy,”
while its second part, “Institutions,” includes a chapter on “distributive shares.” Its first
part introduces the “original position” and the “veil of ignorance.” FTP, name this work
which describes the title concept as “fairness,” a philosophical treatise by John Rawls.
ANSWER: A Theory of Justice

9. Harold Gould played Anton in this movie, while Tony Jay played Vladimir.
Ethnic insults in this movie include the remark that one character tried to commit
suicide by “inhaling near an Armenian.” After being praised for his sexual abilities,
one character announces that he practices a lot when he’s alone. Boris, the main
character, hears about the murder committed by Raskolnikov while in prison for
attempting to kill Napoleon. FTP, name this Woody Allen film in which he and Diane
Keaton play early 19th-century Russians, whose title is the first three words of the best
known book by Leslie Fiedler.
ANSWER: Love and Death
10. This chain was purchased by Nathan’s Famous on April 1, 1999, and now only
operates one restaurant in the U.S., which is located in Ontario, California. This
chain expanded beyond its original concept in 1995, when it began offering dishes
such as Honey Bourbon BBQ Ribs. Their motto, “It’s the wood that makes it
good,” is recited by Newman in an episode of Seinfeld, where a Russian hat ruins its
business. In this restaurant one can find replicas of platinum albums such as She Rides
Wild Horses and Eyes That See In The Dark. FTP, name this restaurant specializing in
rotisserie chicken which is named for a country music singer known as “The Gambler.”
ANSWER: Kenny Rogers Roasters
11. In 2002 this tournament saw Colin Montgomerie set a record by shooting a 64
round 2 followed by an 84 round 3. The “Old” and “Young” Tom Morris
dominated its early years, while Gary Player is the most recent person to win it in
three different decades. The lowest absolute score at this tournament was Greg
Norman’s 267, though relative to par the best performance was Tiger Woods’s 19under at “The Old Course” in 2000. This tournament saw Paul Lawrie win a playoff over
Justin Leonard and a man who triple-bogeyed the last hole to lose his lead. FTP, Jean
Van de Velde’s collapse at Carnoustie took place at the 1999 version of what tournament
held alternately in Scotland and England, one of golf’s majors?
ANSWER: The British Open (accept The Open or The British Championship)
12. One song of this name mentions a woman who looks “so trendy” in “spaghetti
straps and six inch soles.” The lyrics of the song “Who Are You” see the singer
awaken in a doorway in this location. The singer of a group known as this area’s
Dolls is “saving all her USDs” to marry a royal in “Prince Harry.” A band named
after this area was a one-hit-wonder with the song “Hippy Chick,” while it is the
location of a fire in “Mack the Knife.” A Pogues song refers to a “rainy night” in this
area, while a Bowling for Soup song discusses the New York area with this name, though
other songs about it refer to an area near Covent Garden. FTP, name this neighborhood
in London.
ANSWER: Soho (accept Old Soho or equivalents)
13. One of these creatures named Karic resolves to become a hero after his family is
enslaved in a recent comic. In addition to that series about a kind of “Templar,”
one comic about a group of them begins by depicting a grain peddler who
disappears while travelling to Barkstone, after which Kenzie, Lieam, and Saxon go

looking for him. That series features volumes set in the Fall and Winter of 1152, and
depicts a “Guard” that defeats a weasel warlord. One of these creatures in another work
visits his father in Rego Park and listens to a story while his father pedals on a stationary
bike; in that work which features Artie and Vladek, these represent Jews. FTP, name this
animals who figure in a graphic novel about the Holocaust by Art Spiegelman.
ANSWER: mice (accept equivalents; also accept Mice Templar or Mouse Guard or
Maus)
14. It features cameos by the director’s father as a train passenger and by his
mother as Mrs. Miles. The author of the book this movie was based on appears as a
prison guard in Florida supervising two of the main characters, while a third visits
the exploitative Big Tim. Shouts of “juice!” and “we got a winner” come in response
to a TV huckster who advises cutting out refined sugar and red meat. The main
character’s mother disastrously tries to lose weight to appear on the show with Tabby
Tibbons, while Tyrone, Marion and the main character try to find their next fix. FTP,
Sara and Harry Goldfarb are played by Ellen Burstyn and Jared Leto in this film about
heroin addiction, the second movie by Darren Aronofsky.
ANSWER: Requiem for a Dream
15. Over the course of his career, he has been fired for calling an owner “a menace
to baseball” and for criticizing Haywood Sullivan. He is credited with reintroducing
the batting glove in the 1960s. He forced out Tom “Wimpy” Paciorek, a move
criticized by a website that calls him “a carnival barker” and “a first-rate douche”
who should be “heaved.” As a general manager, he traded rookie Bobby Bonilla for the
atrocious Jorge de Leon and fired Tony LaRussa, though he is now more recognized for
his insufferable home run call, “Put it on the board… yes!” FTP, name this play-by-play
broadcaster for the Chicago White Sox.
ANSWER: Kenneth “Hawk” Harrelson (accept either underlined part)
16. Jim Lauderdale and Ralph Stanley collaborated on an album whose title refers
to being “lost” among one kind of these. Middle of the Morning is a recent album
from a bluegrass group which is known as the “lost” ones of these. The couplet “I
asked my captain for the time of day / He said he throwed his watch away” appears
in a Bill Monroe song which mentions these in the title. One version of a song about
being “in” them was popularized by Leadbelly, while another version features the
shouted line “My girl, my girl, don’t lie to me,” and appears on Unplugged in New York.
FTP, name this kind of tree mentioned in “Where Did You Sleep Last Night?” by
Nirvana, types of which include the Virginia and Loblolly.
ANSWER: pines or pine trees (accept Lost in the Lonesome Pines before the second
sentence; accept “In the Pines”)
17. In its first episode, an obviously plastic baby is given CPR and a gang of shotgun
toting neo-Nazis are arrested in a park. Art Gilmore plays a commander who
persuades one character contemplating resigning to stay on the force, while William
Boyett plays the recurring role of Sergeant Mac. Officer Pete Malloy wants to quit
because his previous partner was killed, but stays to mentor the headstrong rookie Jim

Reed. FTP, name this TV show which starred Martin Milner and Kent McCord, a cop
series which took its name from the radio car unit number for the duo’s car.
ANSWER: Adam-12
18. The inventor of this object left his family in the 1960s to join a Bolivian cult. In
2001 it was inducted into the Toy Hall of Fame as well as being named the state toy
of Pennsylvania, where it was created, and it celebrated its 60th anniversary in 2005.
The CEO of the company which used to make it, Betty James, introduced knockoffs
of it such as “Crazy Eyes” and “pets” versions. A character in the film Toy Story was a
dog version of this. FTP, name this toy that is “Fun for a girl and a boy,” a coiled piece
of metal that goes down stairs.
ANSWER: Slinky
19. An actor of this name played Pat McGurn in the movie Road House and Amber
Waves’ ex-husband in Boogie Nights before appearing as Jeff Parker in Roswell.
That actor has also released such albums as 2005’s Forever Hasn’t Happened Yet,
and played bass in the band X. The title character’s friend Digger was revealed to
be the head of the Phoenix Organization in a Fox series starring Dominic Purcell as a
man of this name. A 1941 film which featured a columnist who hires John Willoughby,
played by Gary Cooper, to pretend to be the title suicidal figure was directed by Frank
Capra. In addition to that movie whose title asks us to “meet” this man, this was the
name of the man who kills based on the deadly sins in the movie Seven. FTP, give this
name often used for an unidentified male.
ANSWER: John Doe (prompt on partial answer)
20. Her unnamed and never-seen sister has triplets named April, May and June.
Her first appearance was under the name “Donna” in Mexico, though her debut
under her more usual name came in a vignette in which she chose her main love
interest after he danced while popcorn was made in his stomach. In one short, she
admits to suffering from anorexia and almost attempts suicide after she loses her
man. More recently than that 1947 cartoon, she has been portrayed as a butch female
reporter with her pants-less lover acting as her camera man in QuackTales, a spin-off of a
show in which she doesn’t appear, Duck Tales. FTP, name this love interest of Donald.
ANSWER: Daisy Duck

Bonuses:
1. Answer the following about some of Andrew Hart’s favorite songs, FTPE:
[10] Besides a gold watch, the titular person of this ZZ Top song owns a diamond ring,
top hat, and silk suit that will drive the girls crazy.
ANSWER: “Sharp Dressed Man”
[10] The singer checks his watch and reports the time at the beginning of each verse in
“Reelin’ And Rockin,’” a song by this man also famous for “You Never Can Tell.”
ANSWER: Chuck Berry

[10] In their song “Alice,” they advise someone to keep an eye on the titular female’s
watch. This ‘70s band was fronted by Ian Hunter.
ANSWER: Mott the Hoople
2. She was celebrated for developing the idea of the “Button Classic” during her brief
stint in management. FTPE:
[10] Name this TV character whose brother Mitch had a skiing accident which leads him
to believe that he is still living in 1985.
ANSWER: Liz Lemon (accept either)
[10] Liz Lemon is played by Tina Fey on this NBC sitcom.
ANSWER: 30 Rock
[10] At Kenneth’s party, Liz made out with this member of Tracy’s entourage, leading
Kenneth to chastise her for making him and Dot Com cry.
ANSWER: Grizz
3. A player for the Expos forgot his uniform for the 1993 All-Star game. FTPE:
[10] Name this starting center-fielder who would become a journeyman, retiring in 2005
with the Giants.
ANSWER: Marquis Grissom
[10] To fix his predicament, Grissom played in a Padres jersey from this man, one of the
all-time great hitters.
ANSWER: Tony Gwynn
[10] Grissom borrowed pants from this first baseman who later won a World Series with
Arizona.
ANSWER: Mark Grace
4. It centers on the elderly Shukishi and Tomi, who made the long journey from
Onomichi to the title city in order to visit their busy children. FTPE:
[10] Name this 1953 film, which has been described as one of the greatest films ever
made, though this question’s writer found it rather slow.
ANSWER: Tokyo Story or Tokyo monogatari
[10] Tokyo Story is widely considered the greatest achievement of this Japanese director,
who also created The Flavor of Green Tea Over Rice and Floating Weeds.
ANSWER: Yasujiro Ozu
[10] According to Wikipedia, Ozu was “probably the heaviest drinker of all major film
directors” with the exception of this American director of The Wild Bunch.
ANSWER: Sam Peckinpah
5. On one track, the speaker claims to be “like Gamera to amateurs,” and after planning
to “bounce through the Milky Way” notes that “not many MC’s feel this way.” FTPE:
[10] Name this album whose tracks include “Positive Contact” and “The Fantabulous
Rap Extravaganza.”
ANSWER: Deltron 3030
[10] The opening of Deltron 3030, “State of the Nation,” is spoken lethargically by
Damon Albarn, who worked with Del on this 2001 album which includes “Tomorrow
Comes Today.”

ANSWER: Gorillaz
[10] In this track from Deltron 3030, Del speaks of wanting to devise one of these to
“bring dire straits to your environment” and “revert you to papyrus.”
ANSWER: (a) “Virus”
6. Name these figures from the world of Sonic the Hedgehog, FTPE:
[10] This red echidna, the protector of the Master Emerald, originally appeared in Sonic
3.
ANSWER: Knuckles
[10] One of Knuckles’ major adversaries is this female jewel thief, who sports a pink
emblem in the shape of a heart over her chest. In Sonic Rivals 2, she helps Knuckles find
the Master Emerald.
ANSWER: Rouge the Bat
[10] In the original game, this villain tries to collect all the Chaos Emeralds; his ship
crashes onto Angel Island in Sonic 3.
ANSWER: Doctor Ivo Robotnik or Doctor Eggman
7. His most memorable play came after in the face of defensive pressure by Derek Grimm
and was drawn up by coach Jim Harrick. FTPE:
[10] Name this player whose last-second lay-up allowed his top-seeded team to advance
over Missouri on their way to winning the 1995 NCAA tournament.
ANSWER: Tyus Edney
[10] Edney played for this Pac-10 basketball powerhouse.
ANSWER: UCLA
[10] The star player for that UCLA team was this man, the tournament’s Most
Outstanding Player. He was a bust after being drafted by the Nets.
ANSWER: Ed O’Bannon
8. Her unsavory half-brother Blaine was a con artist played by Michael Keaton. FTPE:
[10] Name this character, who received custody of her son Frederick after divorcing her
better known husband.
ANSWER: Lilith Sternin (accept either; prompt on “Crane”)
[10] On both Cheers and Frasier, Lilith was played by this actress.
ANSWER: Bebe Neuwirth
[10] On Frasier, Lilith’s other romantic interests included a doctor named Albert who
was played by this man, whose album Ol’ Yellow Eyes Is Back references his well-known
TV role as an android.
ANSWER: Brent Spiner
9. Iron Man has battled many foes, including alcoholism. FTP, name these lesser
foes of Iron Man.
[10] In the comics this man went by the name Iron Monger and was a business
rival of Tony Stark’s. In the recent film he was Stark’s mentor and was played by
Jeff Bridges.
ANSWER: Obadiah Stane (accept either name)
[10] This Chinese villain has ten rings that grant him powers. He also built the evil

android Ultimo.
ANSWER: Mandarin
[10] This villain was mistaken for a dragon when he originally came to Earth. He is
actually from the planet Maklu IV.
ANSWER: Fin Fang Foom
10. The title track of this 1993 album notes that “the bed is on fire with passionate love,”
while the “neighbors complain about the noises above.” FTPE:
[10] Name this 1993 album by the British group James, whose other tracks incldue “One
of the Three” and “Everybody Knows.”
ANSWER: Laid
[10] Laid was a collaboration between James and this British producer, the keyboard
player for Roxy Music whose own albums include Music for Airports.
ANSWER: Brian Eno
[10] This group from New Orleans covered “Laid” on their greatest hits album, though
they are better known for their own #1 hit, “Good.”
ANSWER: Better Than Ezra
11. In April, a letter from Colin Campbell formally banned Al Sobotka from twirling
them over his head. FTPE:
[10] Identify these subjects of a tradition started by Pete and Jerry Cusimano.
ANSWER: octopus (accept equivalents like octopi)
[10] This team’s fans parodied the Red Wings’ octopus toss by throwing catfish on the
ice during playoff home games at the Sommet Center.
ANSWER: Nashville Predators (accept either)
[10] The Florida Panthers threw rats on the ice after killing one proved good luck for this
winger. He retired last year with the Thrashers.
ANSWER: Scott Mellanby
12. Answer the following about orange-flavored beverages, FTPE:
[10] This Michigan-based soft drink company makes both an orange and an “orange
chug” soda; its other products include “60/40,” Red Pop, and Moon Mist.
ANSWER: Faygo
[10] It was originally developed by Neil Ward, and came in a trademark “Krinkly
Bottle.” According to Wikipedia, it was served at White Castle until the 1980s.
ANSWER: Orange Crush
[10] The “Sanguine” variety of this product contains blood oranges and caffeine, while
the original contains 12 percent juice, and 2 percent pulp and zest.
ANSWER: Orangina
13. This show was originally hosted by Billy Joel’s current wife, Katie Lee Joel. FTPE:
[10] Name this reality show with judges such as Gail Simmons.
ANSWER: Top Chef
[10] The first season of Top Chef was won by this man. He opened his restaurant, Perilla,
in New York with his winnings.
ANSWER: Harold Dieterle (accept either name)

[10] Head Judge Tom Collichio called the “broccolini” produced by this tall season three
contestant the worst dish he has tasted on the show.
ANSWER: Chris “CJ” Jacobsen (accept either name)
14. “Don’t Stop Believing” has undergone a recent and well-deserved resurgence but
what do you know about even better Journey songs? FTPE:
[10] This song was played by Al Czervik in Caddyshack and is about a girl who loves to
move, groove and the lovin’ things.
ANSWER: “Any Way You Want It”
[10] Steve Perry sings in this song about how he wants to “get back to my city by the
bay,” referring to San Francisco.
ANSWER: “Lights”
[10] In the Journey arcade game the band performs this song when the player collects all
the band’s instruments. Perry sings that “someday love will find you” to an ex-girlfriend.
ANSWER: “Separate Ways (Worlds Apart)”
15. Answer the following about the children of celebrities, FTPE:
[10] This child’s godfather is British actor Simon Pegg, and her younger brother, Moses,
was born in 2006.
ANSWER: Apple Blythe Martin (accept either underlined name)
[10] The power couple of Nicole Kidman and Keith Urban named their recently born
daughter this.
ANSWER: Sunday Rose (prompt on partial answer)
[10] This actor, who recently starred in Next, named his son Kal-El after Superman.
ANSWER: Nicolas Cage
16. This film featured Meat Loaf as Dennis and Alan Cumming as a film director named
Piers. FTPE:
[10] Name this 1997 film starring Richard E. Grant as Clifford.
ANSWER: Spice World
[10] This man, responsible for the song “I Don’t Like Mondays” and organizer of
Live Aid, has a cameo in the film.
ANSWER: Bob Geldof
[10] Along with Mark McKinney, this actor played one of the writers trying to create a
film for the Spice Girls. He also played Mike Shelby, the title character’s boss, on some
episodes of Sabrina, the Teenage Witch.
ANSWER: George Wendt
17. In the 1980s the Parents Music Resource Center released the “Filthy Fifteen.”
FTPE, name these things about the list.
[10] This singer was on the list for her song “She Bop,” which has been thought
to be about masturbation. She also sang “Girls Just Want to Have Fun.”
ANSWER: Cyndi Lauper
[10] Also on the list because of alleged ties to masturbation was this Prince
song, in which he sings about meeting the title woman masturbating in a hotel
lobby.

ANSWER: “Darling Nikki”
[10] This band, fronted by Blackie Lawless, made it to the list with their song
“Animal (Fuck Like a Beast).”
ANSWER: W.A.S.P.
18. This website launched on March 12 and is currently owned by News Corp and NBC
Universal. FTPE:
[10] Name this website which streams TV shows and movies.
ANSWER: Hulu
[10] Other streaming video sites such as Youku, 56.com and Tudou are based in this
country.
ANSWER: China
[10] This website serves as a host of videos collected from other streaming video sites.
Its stated goal is to index “all videos, everywhere.”
ANSWER: Surf the Channel
19. Their team captains included Shawn Bryson, Al Wilson and placekicker Jeff Hall.
FTPE:
[10] Name this college football team that won the inaugural BCS championship game in
1998.
ANSWER: Tennessee Volunteers (accept either)
[10] The offensive MVP of the Fiesta Bowl for the Volunteers was this man who caught
two passes of 70+ yards. He played for the Cowboys and Falcons but is best known as a
Buffalo Bill.
ANSWER: Peerless Price
[10] Price caught those passes from this quarterback, whose career highlight was a loss in
the World Bowl as quarterback for the Rhein Fire.
ANSWER: Tamaurice “Tee” Martin
20. Its second season ended with the title character and his friend Andy going to Las
Vegas, where Andy marries the title character’s sister Roxanne. FTPE:
[10] Name this TV series, in which Larry Joe Campbell plays one of the central
roles.
ANSWER: According to Jim
[10] This other show about a fat man married to a skinny woman starred Kevin
James and Leah Remini.
ANSWER: The King of Queens
[10] This CBS show centered on Bill Miller, whose wife, played by Jamie Gertz,
was much hotter than he was.
ANSWER: Still Standing

